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The standard of care for Eustachian tube dysfunction is myringotomy and tympanostomy 

tube placement. Tympanostomy tube placement has become one of the most common 

otolaryngological procedures performed today. Postoperative otorrhea remains the most common 

complication of tympanostomy tube placement. This has been attributed to water, and bacteria, 

entry into the middle ear via the conventional patent tympanostomy tube lumen. To ventilate the 

middle ear, the tympanostomy tube creates a constantly open tympanic membrane when it 

normally is closed. Patients are often advised to take precautions during common activities 

involving water exposure, such as bathing, showering, and swimming. 

 In this present study, a modification was made to the external flange of a tympanostomy 

tube to prevent water entry, by attaching a biocompatible, hydrophobic, gas permeable 

membrane. Modified tympanostomy tubes and test systems to evaluate them were developed. 

Oxygen flow testing confirmed that the biocompatible membrane allowed air to pass through. A 

fluid-filled syringe and pressure gauge system allowed for testing various water column 

pressures and verifying that the modified tube was indeed able to prevent water entry. The final 

modified tubes were assembled, packaged, and sterilized for a future clinical trial pilot study. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Tympanostomy tubes are cylinders or tubes inserted into the ear drum (tympanic 

membrane) to allow air into the middle ear and relieve pressure. Since 1954, when Armstrong 

introduced the modern tympanostomy tube, tympanostomy tube placement has become one of 

the most common otolaryngological procedures performed today [1]. It is the most common 

pediatric surgical procedure, and in the United States, it is the most frequently performed 

surgical procedure on postneonatal infants [2], [3]. 

 Postoperative otorrhea is the most common complication of tympanostomy tube 

placement, and leads to significant morbidity. As high as 30% of patients develop postoperative 

otorrhea, which some say can be attributed to water entry into the middle ear via the patent 

(open) tympanostomy tube lumen [1]. This is a disadvantage of conventional tympanostomy 

tubes because in their aim to ventilate the middle ear when there is no other path for aeration, 

they create a constantly open tympanic membrane when it normally is closed [4]. It is believed 

that the entering water could be carrying external organisms into the middle ear cavity and 

therefore has to be prevented [5]. While there is debate around this belief, it is still generally 

advised that patients take precautions during common activities involving water exposure, such 

as bathing, showering, and swimming [6]. 

 In this present study, a modification was made to the external flange of a tympanostomy 

tube to prevent water entry. There will be a particular focus on the fabrication of the modified 

tympanostomy tubes, as well as the test systems created and used to evaluate the oxygen flow 
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and water retention ability of the modified tubes. 

The specific aims of this thesis are as follows: 

Design and manufacture a modified tympanostomy tube with membrane 

Design a test for verifying gaseous oxygen flow  

Design a test for verifying water pressure retention ability 

Assemble, package, and sterilize tubes for clinical trial pilot study 

1.2 Ear Anatomy 

 The physical structure of the ear consists of three sections: the outer ear, middle ear, and 

inner ear (Figure 1.1). The outer ear faces the external environment, and the main structure is the 

external auditory canal, also referred to as the ear canal. The canal is exposed to the outside 

environment, and extends inward to the ear drum. The ear drum, also known as the tympanic 

membrane, is a closed structure and forms the boundary between the outer and middle ear. It is 

composed of thin and translucent connective tissue. For hearing, sound travels through the ear 

canal and vibrates the tympanic membrane, which then transfers the vibrations to the auditory 

bones. The middle ear space is normally a closed cavity, bounded by the tympanic membrane on 

one end, and the Eustachian tube on the other. 
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Figure 1.1. Ear anatomy 

 The Eustachian tube serves three main physiologic functions, in relation to the middle 

ear: (1) equalize middle ear pressure with atmospheric pressure (ventilation), (2) protect middle 

ear from nasopharyngeal sound pressure and secretions (protection), and (3) drain secretions 

toward the nasopharynx (drainage) [7]. The balance of air pressure on either side of the tympanic 

membrane is maintained by the Eustachian tube, which acts as a valve between the nasopharynx 

and the middle ear. The Eustachian tube is normally closed, but when necessary will open to 

allow the passage of gas, through the action of the tensor veli palatini (TVP) and other muscles.  

Since the air pressure of the outside environment can change in relation to the pressure 

inside the middle ear, air must be let in or out of the middle ear to equalize pressure across the 

tympanic membrane. For example, when driving through the mountains or flying in a plane, the 

atmospheric pressure will be changing. On the ascent, the expanding air in the middle ear pushes 

the Eustachian tube open, and air leaves the middle ear, exiting through the Eustachian tube. On 
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the descent, air must be added to the middle ear, which can sometimes be forced using the 

Valsalva maneuver (blowing through the nose while the nose is pinched closed). 

 The Eustachian tube may become dysfunctional, leading to an inability to perform its 

pressure equalization function. This can be due to swelling of the lining of the Eustachian tube or 

adjacent structures, caused by multiple factors. These include chronic infection, allergies, 

laryngopharyngeal reflux, and primary mucosal inflammatory disease [8]. The dysfunction can 

also be due to the Eustachian tube itself becoming blocked or closed, caused by sudden increases 

in air pressure, or drinking while lying down [9]. During compromised or absent Eustachian tube 

function, the middle ear cavity behaves like an unventilated gas pocket [10]. Possible 

consequences include a sensation of aural fullness, pain, persistent or recurrent otitis media with 

effusion, and conductive hearing loss [8]. Middle ear barotrauma occurs when individuals are 

unable to equalize the pressure gradient between the middle ear and the external environment, 

causing stretching (Figure 1.2) and tearing of the tympanic membrane structure [11].  

 
Figure 1.2. Normal Eustachian tube and ear drum when pressure can equalize (left). Dysfunctional Eustachian tube 

and bulging ear drum when pressure cannot equalize (right) 

The standard of care for Eustachian tube dysfunction is to bypass the Eustachian tube and 

ventilate the middle ear directly through the tympanic membrane with a tympanostomy tube. 

Myringotomy is the surgical procedure in which a tiny incision is made in the eardrum to relieve 
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pressure, and a tympanostomy tube is inserted into the incision to keep the incision open (Figure 

1.3). Myringotomy and tympanostomy tube placement is one of the most common 

otolaryngological procedures performed today [1]. 

 

Figure 1.3. Tympanostomy tube inserted into ear drum 

1.3 Tympanostomy Tube  

Tympanostomy tubes are hollow cylinders or tubes placed into the tympanic membrane 

to allow air into the middle ear and relieve pressure. They may also be referred to as ear tubes, 

ventilation tubes, myringotomy tubes, or PE (pressure equalization) tubes. They come in many 

different designs but mostly consist of a length of tube, with a flange at one or both ends (Figure 
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1.4). The purpose of the flange is to secure the tube position in place during and after operation 

[12]. The flange could be on the external (outer) or internal (inner) ends. The external flange 

would face the external ear canal when implanted, and the inner flange would face the middle 

ear. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 1.4. Various designs of tympanostomy tubes 

Despite the successful function of improving ventilation and pressure equalization of the 

middle ear, there is one major drawback. The presence of a tympanostomy tube means an 

artificially maintained opening in the tympanic membrane [2]. By converting the closed 

tympanic membrane into an open cavity, it is believed that water, carrying bacteria, might enter 

the middle ear through the patent tube, so it needs to be prevented [5]. Postoperative otorrhea is 

the most common complication and leads to significant morbidity. Between 3% and 30% of 

patients develop postoperative otorrhea, which some attribute to water entry. 

1.4 Water Entry 

Various in vitro studies have been conducted to assess the problem of water entry through 

the tympanostomy tube lumen. Robson suggests no limits should be placed on water activities 

[13]. Wachsmuth used a middle ear model and believes that tympanostomy tubes are more active 
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in ventilating the middle ear than in draining [14]. Hebert used a model of the human head and 

ohmmeter-based moisture sensor, concluding that showering, washing the head and submersion 

in tap water did not likely lead to water in the middle ear. He also found that, in swimming pools, 

the incidence of water flow through the tubes increased with diving [1]. Saffer created a simple 

water column model with a graduated column, concluding that there is no need to protect the ear 

during a shower, where the water falls indirectly and with no pressure on the tympanic 

membrane and tube, but that a bath is potentially dangerous due to the chance of submersion [2]. 

Saffer observed that at low pressures the water tension within water can prevent it from entering 

an open lumen (Figure 1.5). 

 

Figure 1.5. Water drop on tympanostomy tube opening without entering lumen 

While Saffer also observed that water does eventually enter a 1.14 mm diameter 

tympanostomy tube lumen at pressures still relatively low (0.827 inches of water), it is still 

debated whether the entering water brings along organisms and bacteria which increase rates of 

otorrhea, and therefore needs to be prevented. Some studies concluded no reduction in the rate of 

otorrhea when using barrier devices or avoiding swimming [15]. Some meta-analyses have also 
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claimed to have disproved the theory, while others concluded water prevention was beneficial. 

Nevertheless, most primary care physicians and many otolaryngologists still limit their patients 

or recommend the use of earplugs for swimming, diving, and sometimes bathing as well [15]. 

Even the recommendations vary somewhat, but most give some form of precaution. 

Derkay et al surveyed 1266 otolaryngologists. Only 3% placed no restrictions on 

swimming, 13% restricted all swimming, and 53% recommended ear plugs for swimming [3].  

The most recommended form of protection was the use of earplugs. Interestingly, Mahboubi et al 

found water intrusion occurred even with the use of earplugs in human test subjects [5]. 

 Having these restrictions are a large inconvenience to patients, especially if they are 

children. It has been claimed that these water restrictions may even prevent a patient, parent, or 

pediatrician from proceeding with myringotomy and tympanostomy tube placement, sometimes 

even deciding to skip an otolaryngology consultation entirely [1]. For those that do proceed, 

Bailey reported that mothers had considerable problems in keeping their children compliant [4]. 

 It has been said that the “ideal” tympanostomy tube should provide adequate middle ear 

ventilation, resist spontaneous extrusion, be inert, and prevent the entry of water or other 

material into the middle ear [6]. The goal of this research is to manufacture and test a modified 

tympanostomy tube that will prevent water entry, may allow patients to avoid the inconveniences 

of restrictions on water activities, and reduce the rate of postoperative otorrhea. 
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Chapter 2 : Modified Tympanostomy Tube 

2.1 Design Overview 

The objective was to modify the standard tympanostomy tube by restricting fluid flow 

into the middle ear via the normally patent (open) tube lumen, while still allowing air passage. 

The modified tympanostomy tube design consisted of attaching a gas permeable, hydrophobic, 

and biocompatible membrane over the opening of one end of a standard tympanostomy tube. 

This modification was of the external flange of the tube, which would face the external auditory 

canal when implanted.  

The reasons behind attaching the membrane to the external flange, as opposed to the 

internal flange, are the following. First, it should stop water and bacteria at the first point of 

contact during possible entry. There would theoretically be less chance of bacteria entering the 

middle ear space if water does not enter the tympanostomy tube at all. With the membrane on the 

internal flange, water would still be able to enter the lumen of the tube, and more surface area of 

the tube would be exposed to potential bacteria and damage, even if water was completely 

prevented from passing the internal flange and entering the middle ear. Second, there seems to be 

less risk, if anything were to happen to cause the membrane to detach. A membrane detaching 

into the external auditory canal facing the outside environment appears safer than a membrane 

detaching into the middle ear space. The latter situation is undesirable, even with a membrane 

material that was chosen to be medical implant grade. Lastly, the membrane was placed onto 

only one flange, instead of both, for the same reason just mentioned. The idea was to reduce risk 

and avoid unnecessarily adding risk. While two membranes may provide a backup hydrophobic 
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barrier if one were to fail, the design was based on the premise that one membrane on the 

external flange, with a good seal, could be sufficient. 

There were two design requirements: (1) the biocompatible membrane selected must 

allow air to pass through, and (2) the membrane and the seal created after attaching it to the 

tympanostomy tube should restrict water and withstand water pressures experienced at depths of 

up to 20 feet underwater (8.67 pounds per square inch). 

2.2 Materials   

2.2.1 Membrane 

The desired membrane material was one that is hydrophobic and does not permit water 

passage, but is still breathable, allowing the passage of air, especially oxygen. The membrane 

needed to possess this selective permeability feature because the original purpose of having a 

tympanostomy tube is to allow the passage of gas into and out of the middle ear space. So while 

the purpose of the modification was to prevent water entry, having a material which maintains 

the ability for oxygen flow was key. 

The membrane used is made of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), a synthetic 

fluoropolymer that consists of a porous structure created by a network of nodules connected by 

thin fibers [10] (Figure 2.1). PTFE is naturally hydrophobic, with a very low coefficient of 

friction. PTFE membranes in general can be formed by a controlled physical stretching of the 

fluoropolymer film, then annealing at high temperatures. This stretching process creates a porous 

structure, which determines many characteristics of each particular membrane [16]. PTFE 

membranes may also be produced by passing noble gas ions in an electric field, where the 

polyester chains become brittle, followed by incubation in an etch bath. The passing ions travel 
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in a slightly scattered path, where two different paths do not unify to any one single pore, 

allowing for a maximum pore size to be specified for the membrane [16]. 

 
 

Figure 2.1. Scanning electron micrograph of the surface of a PTFE membrane showing network of interconnecting 

nodules and fibers 

Emflon PTFE: 

The particular PTFE membrane used was the Emflon PTFE membrane (Pall Life 

Sciences, Port Washington, New York). Emflon PTFE is a biocompatible, medical grade, 

hydrophobic, and breathable membrane. It is an effective barrier to particulate matter and 

microbes, with a titer reduction efficiency of greater than 107 [17]. This means that when 107 

partculates were challenged at the surface of the membrane, zero were found to pass through. 

The high titer reduction and water breakthrough pressures allow it to remain resistant to liquids 
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while venting gases. The Emflon PTFE membrane is claimed to have one of the best ratios of 

airflow to particle retention available [18]. Some of the Emflon PTFE membrane specifications 

are listed in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. Summary of Emflon PTFE membrane properties 

Properties of Emflon PTFE Membrane 

Water Breakthrough Pressure (psi) 69 

Gurley Air Flow (sec/100cc) 29 

Pore Size (µm) 0.2 

Maximum Operating Temperature (°C/°F) 190/375 

  

The pressure at which fluid will enter the pores of the membrane is 69 pounds per square 

inch (psi), or the pressure experienced under approximately 159 feet of water. The Gurley air 

flow number is the time in seconds that it takes for 100 cc of air to pass through one square inch 

of membrane when a constant pressure of 4.88 inches of water (0.18 psi) is applied [19]. An 

example of a Gurley air flow testing apparatus is shown in Figure 2.2 to visualize how this might 

be tested by a membrane manufacturer. Since the value is measuring time, this means that the 

lower the number, the better (faster) airflow.  
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Figure 2.2. Gurley airflow testing apparatus example from Gore 

PTFE membranes come in a variety of pore sizes. Some of the main tradeoffs to consider 

when selecting pore size include water breakthrough pressure, air flow, and bacterial exclusion. 

With a pore size of 0.2 µm, the Emflon PTFE membrane should aid in preventing bacteria from 

entering the middle ear [20]. This is because the pores themselves are too small for normal cells 

to enter. There is, however, the possibility that white blood cells can work their way through by 

diapedesis, a process by which white blood cells can migrate outside of intact blood vessel walls 

[6]. 

The membrane is biologically inert, and is medical grade, USP Class VI certified, passing 

the USP Class VI-121 °C plastics test for biosafety [4]. The United States Pharmacopoeia (USP) 

is an independent organization that has established standards for medicines and health care 

technologies. USP test protocols are used to assign a Plastic Class designation in Classes I-VI, 
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based on end use, and time and type of exposure to human tissue. Class VI is the most stringent 

and is the requirement for all implant devices. The Biological Reactivity Testing includes 

systemic toxicity tests, intracutaneous tests, and implantation tests [18].  

All of the above membrane characteristics offer particular advantages for use as a 

selective barrier to water entry. 

2.2.2 Standard Tympanostomy Tube 

The membrane was attached to a currently available, Paparella type tympanostomy tube 

(Anthony Products, Indianapolis, Indiana) (Figure 2.3). It is made of silicone, and has a 1.14 mm 

lumen inner diameter. The Paparella type tympanostomy tube has a notched inner flange, which 

is designed for an easier twist-in insertion into a smaller incision. It also originally had a tab, or 

spike, protruding distally out perpendicular to the face of the outer, or external, flange. The 

material of the tympanostomy tube is soft, elastic, and compliant. This allows for easy 

manipulation and compression during surgical insertion and removal. The tympanostomy tube 

manufacturer uses 100% certified medical grade silicone resin [21]. 

 
 

Figure 2.3. Paparella type tympanostomy tube with notched inner flange (top left) and tab on outer flange (bottom 

right) 
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Tab removal: 

The Paparella type tympanostomy tube was slightly modified prior to the attachment of 

the membrane, by cutting the tab off of the external flange, so that the entire face of the external 

flange would be more flat and flush. During an earlier iteration, the membrane was attached to 

the tube without any pre-bonding modification to the tube, but it was difficult to ensure a good 

seal because of the minimal surface area available at the face of the flange near the protruding 

tab. The radial width of the flat surface along the plane of the flange face was decreased almost 

entirely, with very little surface area left for bonding. The precision required to apply adhesive 

along the thin strip at the base of the tab added substantial assembly time. Due to the footprint of 

the tab, the circular disk of membrane was not able to lay completely flat across the flange, 

instead creating a fold upwards perpendicularly towards the tip of the tab (Figure 2.4). There was 

more time, complexity, inconsistency, risk, and areas and points of failure where water could 

potentially leak anticipated with this unmodified tube design. Therefore, it was decided to first 

cut off the tab from the tube prior to applying the adhesive and attaching the membrane. 

  
 

Figure 2.4. Early iteration of Paparella type tympanostomy tube without removing protruding tab at external flange, 

with membrane bonded. Membrane is folded at the base of the tab, and not completely flush against the 

tympanostomy tube. Side view (left), top view (right) 
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2.2.3 Adhesive 

The adhesive used was a medical grade silicone adhesive rubber MED-1000 (NuSil, 

Carpinteria, California). MED-1000 is a one-part, solvent-free, room temperature vulcanization 

(RTV) silicone rubber adhesive. It is an acetoxy curing RTV silicone, and cures at room 

temperature once exposed to atmospheric moisture. The acidic nature of MED-1000 also 

provides a natural bactericidal effect [22]. This adhesive is suited for bonding and sealing 

silicone materials, and for bonding silicone elastomers to each other and some synthetics and 

metal. Since the tympanostomy tube was made of silicone, this adhesive was suited for our 

material.  

Many of the adhesive’s characteristics and properties attribute to benefits during 

processing as well as the final device outcome (Table 2.2). Since its appearance is clear and not 

opaque, both during application and after curing, this provides visibility of the edges of the PTFE 

membrane. This allows for assessment of the quality of the seal, being able to see where the 

MED-1000 has been applied, and ensure all edges of the membrane have been covered 

appropriately.  

Because of its high viscosity, the adhesive is not runny, and is easy to pinpoint and target 

precise locations within a small area. During application, it can be applied in small amounts, by 

drawing up thin strands of the adhesive. During placement of the membrane onto a 

tympanostomy tube flange which has a layer of adhesive already applied, the membrane does not 

shift around easily from its intended place for positioning, as it was seen to do during earlier 

iterations with a less viscous epoxy adhesive. 

Since adhesives commonly recommend applying pressure during the bonding process, 

the short tack free time of MED-1000 being on the order of minutes means there does not have to 
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be constant pressure applied for long periods of time during bonding. The pressure can be 

applied manually for a short amount of time, simplifying assembly by not having to develop a 

method of applying sustained pressure. 

The silicone adhesive’s one-part, room-temperature cure allows the avoidance of 

additional chemicals, proportioning and mixing steps (needed for 2-part adhesives), elevated 

temperature or other specific conditioned processing steps, and specialized processing equipment 

like Ultraviolet lamps (for UV-curing adhesives) that might otherwise be required for alternative 

adhesive options, all of which would have added complexity, time, and cost. Additionally, among 

silicone adhesives, a one-part silicone adhesive has advantages over two-part silicone adhesives 

because of better adhesion to silicone, and effectively no shrinkage during curing [23]. Having 

effectively no shrinkage during curing is beneficial for our purposes because it will not deform 

the membrane during curing, or otherwise change its physical shape after originally placed. 

When cured, it is not stiff like some epoxies, but rather very flexible. It has a durometer 

of A25, which is classified as soft, in a similar classification as a rubber band. This means it 

should deform with the soft and elastic silicone tympanostomy tube being used. This provides 

more confidence that it would be durable, more likely to resist embrittlement and cracking 

during tympanostomy tube manipulation, insertion, and usage. A stiffly hardened adhesive would 

limit the normal range of manipulation and movement of the tympanostomy tube. 
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Table 2.2. MED-1000 properties 

 

2.3 Assembly Steps  

2.3.1 Creating Membrane Disks 

A small rectangular section 1-2 inches in length of Emflon PTFE membrane was cut from 

its original larger sheet. This small rectangular section was placed on a punch-cutting pad, and a 

1.5 mm diameter biopsy punch was used to cut 1.5 mm diameter circular disks of PTFE. After 

the PTFE was punched, the disks were handled using non-marring tweezers to avoid damaging 

the membrane that would later be attached to the tympanostomy tube. 

The diameter of the circular membrane disk was designed with two dimensions in mind. 

First, it was designed to be larger than the inner diameter (1.14 mm) of the tympanostomy tube 
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lumen to completely cover the opening. Second, it was designed to be smaller than the outer 

diameter of the external flange, so the membrane did not reach or protrude beyond the edges of 

the flange face (as was the case with a 2 mm diameter membrane). This was especially important 

to allow for the adhesive application technique described in detail later, used to partially 

encapsulate the edges of the membrane during bonding.  

2.3.2 Removing Tab From Paparella Tube 

To provide a flat surface across the entire external flange, the tab was removed prior to 

applying adhesive and the membrane. The tab of the tympanostomy tube was grasped with 

squeeze-to-open (cross-locking) tweezers. The tympanostomy tube was held so that the tab’s 

long surface was flush with the working surface. A surgical scalpel blade #10 was then pressed 

flat against the tube’s external flange face above the tab, and the tab was cut by pressing the 

scalpel down and away from the flange to create tension at the tab flange joint. The #10 blade 

was chosen over other blades because it is a curved blade, which worked better than straight 

blades in ensuring a clean cutting of the tab against the working surface. The radius of curvature 

was also large, as smaller curved blades required a greater range of wrist rotation during cutting. 

2.3.3 Applying Adhesive And Membrane 

All steps involving application of the silicone adhesive and the PTFE membrane were 

performed under a stereo microscope. Squeeze-to-open reverse action tweezers were used to 

hold the tympanostomy tube. This was done by gripping one edge of the internal flange, parallel 

to the face of the flange, so that the tweezers lay flat on the working surface, and the 

tympanostomy tube was resting with the internal flange at the base. The lumen could be looked 

down into vertically, and the plane of the external flange face was horizontal. 
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An acupuncture needle (Hwato, Suzhou, China) was used to apply the MED-1000 

silicone adhesive. A first layer of MED-1000 was applied on the face of the external flange, 

along the circumference and toward the lumen. This was the layer of adhesive that would form 

the contact surface between the external flange face and the side of the PTFE membrane facing 

toward the tympanostomy tube lumen. 

Adhesive application technique: 

The MED-1000 at the tip of the acupuncture needle was lowered onto the flange creating 

an anchor point upon contact. As the acupuncture needle was then quickly pulled away, a strand 

of adhesive remained stretched between the first contact point on the flange and the acupuncture 

needle. The thickness of the strand of MED-1000 suspended between the needle tip and flange 

could be increased or decreased by changing how close the needle was to the flange. This strand 

could then be allowed to be lowered down onto the flange, following the perimeter curve around 

the lumen, to create a ring of MED-1000. If the current strand of adhesive thinned out and was 

no longer elongating, a new contact anchor, elongation cycle was started, until there was 

adhesive around the full circumference. 

Non-marring tweezers were then used to place a 1.5 mm diameter Emflon PTFE 

membrane disk onto the external flange face, centered over the tympanostomy tube lumen. The 

clean edge of the acupuncture needle was held at an angle to apply light pressure along the PTFE 

edges at the surfaces of the external flange which were in contact with and being bonded to the 

membrane. As described in the recommendations of the MED-1000, both surfaces were squeezed 

together to bond. There should be sufficient pressure applied to ensure full contact without 

forcing the silicone adhesive from between the pieces [24]. 

The same application technique that was used to apply the first layer of silicone adhesive 
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was then used to apply a second layer of adhesive, this time serving as a sealing layer around the 

edges of the membrane (facing away from the tympanostomy tube). The idea was not only to 

bond the two contact surfaces, but also to form a sealed partial encapsulation at the edges. This 

way, the edges would also be protected from direct contact with any peeling forces from water or 

air. 

A visual inspection was performed to make sure no silicone adhesive had dripped over 

the center area of the membrane that is directly over the lumen. Also, the PTFE was checked to 

ensure there were no tears or punctures in the membrane, and that all edges around the 

circumference of the PTFE membrane had been sealed by the silicone adhesive.  

The tympanostomy tube, adhesive, and membrane now had all its components assembled 

together (Figure 2.5). The final step was to allow the adhesive to cure at ambient temperature, 

over a period of 72 hours. 

  

Figure 2.5. Fully assembled membrane tympanostomy tube. Emflon PTFE membrane bonded to external flange of 

tympanostomy tube: Side view (left), top view (right) 
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Chapter 3 : Testing – Oxygen Flow 

3.1 Introduction 

The first test objective was designed to assess the first design requirement that the 

membrane allow air to pass through. The components of the oxygen flow test system included an 

electrochemical oxygen gas sensor, a collection bottle, and data acquisition using a computer.  

3.2 Oxygen Sensor  

To measure oxygen, an oxygen (O2) gas sensor (Vernier, Beaverton, Oregon) was used 

(Figure 3.1). The oxygen gas sensor measures the concentration levels of gaseous oxygen in air. 

The measurements are in units of %O2, with a range of 0 to 27 %O2 and a resolution of 

0.005 %O2. Its sampling mode is diffusion. Because it works by gas diffusion, which is a slow 

process, there is a slight delay in response time, specified to take ~12 seconds to reach 90% of 

the final value. This was acceptable for our purposes and the rates of oxygen flow involved. 

The sensor’s mechanism for measurement is an electrochemical cell. This 

electrochemical cell consists of a gold cathode and lead anode immersed in an electrolyte. When 

oxygen molecules enter the cell, they are electrochemically reduced at the gold cathode. This 

reaction generates a current proportional to the oxygen concentration between the electrodes. 

Finally, the sensor output is a voltage proportional to this electrochemically generated current. 
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Figure 3.1. Oxygen gas sensor 

 

Collection bottle: 

The oxygen gas sensor included a 250 ml Nalgene plastic collection bottle, made of 

polyethylene terephthalate (PETE). Its purpose was to provide a controlled environment in which 

to use the oxygen sensor. The opening of the bottle and the shaft of the sensor are designed to 

have a press-fit seal. The bottle’s base is a square, with four flat walls, which allowed for a 

convenient surface for fixing in place an object to be tested. Multiple units of the same 250 ml 

bottle were used for all oxygen flow testing. 

SensorDAQ: 

To acquire the oxygen sensor signals, a Data Acquisition Board (DAQ), was used. Data 

acquisition boards are hardware used to interface the control of devices and acquisition of data 

with a computer. The particular DAQ used was the SensorDAQ (Vernier, Beaverton, Oregon) 

(Figure 3.2). The SensorDAQ has three analog quick-connect channels for sensors like the 

oxygen sensor. There is also a screw terminal for other channels which were left unused, for 

other analog and digital inputs and outputs. For our setup, the oxygen sensor was connected to 

the SensorDAQ via one of the quick-connect ports, and the SensorDAQ was connected to a 

computer via a USB (Universal Serial Bus) port. 
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Figure 3.2. SensorDAQ with three quick-connect ports (right), where sensors like the oxygen sensor could connect 

3.3 LabVIEW 

LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench) is a graphical system 

design software that allows for acquisition and analysis of signal data, and control of external 

components. For our case, LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, Texas) was used to handle the 

collection of measurements from the Vernier oxygen sensor, connected by the SensorDAQ. There 

were two LabVIEW programs created: one for data collection, and one to aid in data analysis. 

Data collection: 

The first LabVIEW program we created was for data collection (Figure 3.3). This included 

controlling the data sampling rate, showing real time waveform and projected oxygen flow rates, 

and saving the oxygen sensor and time measurements to a computer file. The input was the oxygen 

sensor readings, and the output was a saved file containing a series of paired data points, each of 

which contained an oxygen sensor measurement in %O2 and the time point when it was measured. 

The user can specify the time interval between each data sample, and the file path and file name for 

the data file. The user also must indicate when to start, and the program then runs until the user stops 

it. 
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Figure 3.3. LabVIEW data collection program, which saves oxygen sensor readings to computer file, with the ability 

to show live waveform (center). “Delta t” (left center) is a user input that controls the sampling interval 

Data analysis: 

 A second LabVIEW program was created to quickly visualize and compare up to 3 sets of 

collected oxygen data (Figure 3.4). This allowed the user to graphically compare 3 experimental 

groups at once on a single graph, as well as see the calculated oxygen flows. The inputs were 

previously saved oxygen sensor data files which had already been created using the first 

LabVIEW program for data collection. The outputs included a plot of the raw data as oxygen 

level versus time, and oxygen flow rates in ml O2/30 min. 

 For data analysis, the oxygen sensor data collected in units of %O2 was used to calculate 

an oxygen flow rate in units of ml O2/30 min using the following method. First, a range of %O2 

was chosen. Within that selected range, the slope was calculated, first as %O2/sec. Since %O2 is 

percent by volume, the total volume of the collection bottle (300 ml) was used to convert %O2 to 

ml O2, and the slope to ml O2/30 min. These are the units in which the oxygen flow rate will 

often be presented and discussed. 
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Figure 3.4. LabVIEW data analysis program, allowing selection of up to 3 data files (top right), which would be 

plotted together on a single graph (top left). Airflow rates would also be calculated for each file (bottom left, center, 

and right) 

3.4 Test Setup and Procedure  

Bottle setup:  

 All collection bottles, except the control, had one hole drilled into them on one of the side 

walls, which would be where the object to be tested would be fixed, and serve as the point of 

entry for oxygen flow. The material or object to be tested was then placed into or over the drilled 

hole, and fixed in place using cyanoacrylate. There were two types of test setups: one using only 

a membrane itself placed over the hole, the other using a membrane which was first attached to a 

normal tympanostomy tube and then the tube placed and fixed in the hole.  

For the first test, the Emflon PTFE membrane was placed directly over a drilled hole in 

the collection bottle and was compared to the control bottle with no hole. This was to verify that 

the membrane was allowing air to pass through. 
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For the second test, the Emflon PTFE was first attached to a tympanostomy tube then the 

tube to the bottle, and was compared to a regular tympanostomy tube with no membrane. An 

additional membrane tube was included in the comparison, one using another type of PTFE 

membrane material, taken from the venting cap of a tissue culture flask (Greiner Bio-One, 

Monroe, North Carolina). This was to compare the flow rates between the different 

tympanostomy tubes. 

For the negative control, an unmodified collection bottle without any drilled hole was 

used, which should have the minimum airflow. For the positive control, an unmodified, patent 

tympanostomy tube without any added membrane was used, which should have the maximum 

airflow compared to any added membrane.  

Test procedure: 

 The oxygen sensor was connected to the SensorDAQ and the SensorDAQ to the 

computer. The LabVIEW data collection program was opened, awaiting the user’s command to 

start data collection.  

When a particular bottle was ready to be tested, the first step was to fill the collection 

bottle with nitrogen gas, with the goal of displacing room air and lowering the in-bottle oxygen 

concentration level to 0-1%. The idea was to create an oxygen concentration gradient between 

the air inside the bottle and the room air (typically 19-22 %O2) outside the bottle, then quickly 

insert the oxygen sensor and begin the test. Because of the gradient, the room air and oxygen 

would flow back into the bottle through the material being tested, and the rate at which it did 

would indicate our oxygen flow rate. After 1 minute of nitrogen gas filling the bottle, the tip of 

the oxygen sensor was placed into the main opening of the bottle and pushed inside (Figure 3.5). 

When the sensor would go no further, a seal was created, as the sensor and bottle were designed 
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to have a press-fit seal. 

 

Figure 3.5. Oxygen sensor inserted into collection bottle 

 The LabVIEW data collection program was initiated, with a sampling interval of 1 

minute, saving to a file appropriately named with the date and test being performed. The oxygen 

sensor and collection bottle were then left alone, and periodically checked until the oxygen 

concentration reached an adequate level for data analysis, as determined by the particular 

experiment. At that point, the LabVIEW data collection program was stopped. Data analysis 

could then be performed at any later specified time. 
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3.5 Experimental Data and Results 

Creating oxygen gradient for experimental set-up: 

To create an oxygen gradient prior to starting each oxygen test, nitrogen was used to 

displace the room air inside the collection bottle. Lowering the oxygen concentration inside the 

bottle to 0-1% was successfully achieved (Figure 3.6), and this condition allowed our oxygen 

flow rate experiments to be conducted. 

 
Figure 3.6. Change in oxygen concentration as sensor is moved from room air and inserted into the collection bottle, 

immediately after nitrogen has been used to displace oxygen inside the bottle 

From this oxygen sensor data, the ~12 second response time to 90% of final value 

specification of the sensor mentioned earlier was also verified, as it took about 13 seconds to go 

from 19% oxygen to 90% of its final value of 0.85% oxygen. A sampling interval of 3 seconds 

was used to generate the oxygen drop data and verify the low oxygen environment as the sensor 

was inserted into the nitrogen-filled bottle. But for the actual oxygen flow testing for the 
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membrane and tympanostomy tube, a 1 minute sampling interval was selected since the flow rate 

was a slow process. 

Membrane only: 

The Emflon PTFE membrane placed directly over a drilled hole in a collection bottle was 

compared to the control bottle with no hole (Figure 3.7). The oxygen flow rates for the Emflon 

PTFE bottle and control bottle were 3.74 ml O2/30 min and 2.08 ml O2/30 min, respectively. 

Although the control bottle allowed oxygen to enter, the oxygen flow through the membrane 

bottle was higher. This suggested that there was additional oxygen flowing through the 

membrane, not only through the bottle itself, verifying that the Emflon PTFE membrane was 

indeed allowing air to pass through.  

 
Figure 3.7. Plot from LabVIEW data analysis program, showing oxygen concentration (%O2) over time (seconds) 

for Emflon PTFE membrane directly over bottle hole (red), and the control bottle (white) 

Membrane attached to tympanostomy tube: 

 The Emflon PTFE was then attached to a tympanostomy tube. The oxygen flow test was 

run to compare three tubes: (1) tympanostomy tube with no membrane, (2) Emflon PTFE 

membrane tube, and (3) an additional membrane tube having a different PTFE membrane, one 
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which came from the venting cap of a tissue culture flask. Figure 3.8 shows the oxygen flows for 

each of the three tube types. 

 
Figure 3.8. Oxygen flow through unmodified tympanostomy tube with no membrane (left), tube with Emflon PTFE 

membrane (center), and tube with culture flask PTFE membrane (right) 

Although the bottle included with the oxygen gas sensor was designed to have a press-fit 

seal, the control collection bottle with no hole was still seen to allow air to slowly enter. It was 

speculated that air could have entered through the bottle material or through the sensor-bottle 

seal interface, so a normalization may be useful. Therefore, a normalized oxygen flow rate was 

also calculated by subtracting the flow through the control bottle from an experimental group’s 

flow rate. Based on a previous study where oxygen gas was introduced directly into the middle 

ear space, a standard oxygen flow rate of 0.277 ml O2/30 min was used as the minimum 

requirement for oxygen flow [23]. The calculated flow rates, raw and normalized, as well as the 

normalized rate’s comparison to the minimum flow requirement, are detailed in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1. Summary of oxygen flow rates, and each normalized rate’s factor of the minimum required flow (0.277 

ml O2/30 min) 

Test Type Average Flow  Average Flow 

(normalized) 

Factor of 

Minimum 

Required Flow  

(0.277 ml 

O2/30 min) 

(ml O2/30 min) (ml O2/30 min) 

Tube (no membrane) 5.152 3.062 11.055 

Tube (Emflon PTFE) 2.730 0.640 2.310 

Tube (culture flask PTFE) 2.512 0.422 1.524 

Control - Bottle with no hole 2.090 0.000 0.000 

 

All experimental groups had statistically significant differences in their results from one 

another (P < 0.05). The normalized oxygen flow rates of the Emflon PTFE membrane tube and 

tympanostomy tube with no membrane were 0.640 ml O2/30 min and 3.062 ml O2/30 min, 

respectively. While the Emflon PTFE membrane tube had a significantly lower oxygen flow 

compared with the regular patent tympanostomy tube with no membrane (P < 0.001), it was still 

above the minimum threshold for oxygen flow. After normalizing against the control bottle, the 

Emflon PTFE membrane tube’s flow rate of 0.640 ml O2/30 min was still a factor of 2.3 times 

the minimum requirement of 0.277 ml O2/30 min. The Emflon PTFE membrane tube and culture 

flask PTFE membrane tube both had significantly greater oxygen flow than the control bottle 

with no hole (P < 0.001). Between the two different PTFE membrane materials, the Emflon 

PTFE proved to be significantly more effective at oxygen flow compared with the culture flask 

PTFE (P = 0.027).  
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Chapter 4 : Testing – Water Pressure 

4.1 Introduction 

After the air passage capability had been verified of the membrane, the next test objective 

was to assess the second design requirement that water is prevented from entering the 

tympanostomy tube lumen. 

At the magnitude of water depths that the modified tympanostomy tube was planned to 

withstand, with the potential of allowing patients to participate in activities such as swimming in 

a 10 feet deep pool, the previously mentioned in vitro ear models would be impractical, requiring 

physically placing the tube under any given depth of water. For Hebert’s human head model, it 

would have to be physically submerged to the bottom of a 10 feet swimming pool, or other body 

of water, for example, to test the scenario of 10 feet of water column pressure. Similarly for 

Saffer’s water column model, you would need a 10 feet high graduated column. Also, the human 

head model is much higher in cost and complexity in the materials involved.  

Our in vitro model was a water pressure test system designed to simulate the pressure 

experienced at variable depths of water, without having to actually have that particular depth of 

water present. This allowed for higher pressures to be simulated in the laboratory environment, 

even within a sterile environment if desired. 

Assembly level testing: 

 

The test system was designed not only to test the component-level properties of the 

membrane, but also to test the assembly-level, final device-level properties of our modified 

tympanostomy tube. Testing the fully assembled membrane tube was especially needed since the 
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prevention of water entry was highly dependent on a successful assembly and bonding process. 

The test was also designed to be nondestructive, so that it could be used to test final devices.  

This testing included verifying that the membrane’s water breakthrough pressure specifications 

still held true, and that the MED-1000 silicone adhesive provided a strong, watertight seal with 

both the tympanostomy tube as well as the membrane. 

While the membrane specification for water breakthrough pressure of 69 psi was well 

above our design requirements, it was possible that the assembly procedure or interaction with 

the adhesive or other materials could alter the membrane properties. Additionally, the test setup 

allowed us to evaluate the adhesive bond holding the membrane to the tympanostomy tube 

flange, whether that bond might be what fails under pressure first, regardless of the membrane’s 

ability to withstand the pressure. If the silicone rubber adhesive was not watertight, or if its 

watertight hold buckled, that would override the breakthrough pressure of the membrane.  

Water column: 

Water column pressure is static pressure caused by the weight of water above a 

measuring point. Water column pressure is also referred to as water head or water head pressure. 

The units can be expressed as pounds-per-square-inch (psi) or feet of water. For a given liquid, 

the water column pressure is only dependent on depth, and it is not dependent on volume or 

expanse.  For example, the pressure at a depth of 2 feet in a large swimming pool would be the 

same as the pressure at a depth of 2 feet in a small swimming pool. Since it does not depend on 

volume or expanse, this allows for simulating water column pressure within an in vitro model 

test system. 

Water breakthrough pressure: 

Although PTFE membranes are naturally hydrophobic and resist water penetration, water 
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can still be forced through the membrane under high pressures. This pressure is called the water 

breakthrough pressure, the minimum pressure at which water can enter through the membrane. 

The water breakthrough pressure may also be referred to as water entry pressure or water 

intrusion pressure. Expanding this concept to our Emflon PTFE membrane tympanostomy tube 

as a whole, if the membrane tympanostomy tube is underwater, there will be no water entry as 

long as the water column pressure is below the water breakthrough pressure. 

Water column pressure test system inspiration: 

The inspiration for the basis of the water pressure test system was the Water 

Breakthrough Test detailed by Pall Life Sciences [25]. It was described as an easy, routine 

procedure for integrity testing, with an example setup shown for another one of their products, a 

vent filter (Figure 4.1). The Water Breakthrough Test has been adopted as the standard by 

membrane manufacturers for reporting in their literature and specifications on hydrophobic 

membranes [26]. The test system was a closed water tight system which allowed the use of a 

water-filled syringe as its pressure source, and a pressure gauge for pressure monitoring and 

measurement. Our test system used the same syringe and pressure gauge design idea modelled 

after this.  
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Figure 4.1. Pall Life Sciences example Water Breakthrough Test setup for vent filter 

4.2 Test System 

Since the Pall Life Sciences test setup was designed specifically for their product, ours 

would need some adapting to test our assembled membrane tympanostomy tube. Having the 

pressure source (fluid-filled syringe) and method of pressure measurement (pressure gauge), the 

remaining problem was how to fix the tympanostomy tube in place at the other end of the 

system. 

To fix the tympanostomy tube in place for testing, the two goals were that it should be 

water tight and non-destructive. The idea was to have something which was flexible and 

conforming, in order to provide a removable but tight seal. The resulting fixing mechanism was 

to first put an O-ring around the tympanostomy tube, in the space between the two flanges, then 

put the O-ring/tympanostomy tube pair into the inner lumen of a flexible plastic tubing.  

O-ring: 

O-rings are mechanical gaskets designed to create a seal between two interfaces, usually 

by compression. The O-rings used for the test fixture would need an inner diameter close to the 
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outer diameter of the tympanostomy tube lumen, and small enough to create a tight seal. It would 

also need to be flexible enough to expand and allow insertion of the tympanostomy tube. The 

outer diameter of the O-ring would need to be larger than the tympanostomy tube flange 

diameter. This was so that the O-ring would be the material at the most peripheral edge, at the 

sealing interface with the plastic tubing, and could be compressed to a form-fitting seal. 

The O-ring used is made of silicone, with good resistance to low and high temperatures, 

with an operating range of -65° to +425° F. Because of this, it is autoclavable, which is beneficial 

during any sterile testing. It is also FDA compliant and has a durometer hardness of A70. It has a 

0.176" outer diameter (OD), 0.056" inner diameter (ID), and 0.060" width. 

Plastic tubing: 

The plastic tubing used was industrial grade Tygon plastic tubing (Saint-Gobain 

Performance Plastics, Akron, Ohio). It has a 0.125” ID, 0.25" OD, and a durometer hardness of 

A57. A durometer hardness of A57 means it is softer than the O-ring, is highly flexible, resists 

embrittlement, cracking, and swelling, and is UV light resistant. The Tygon tubing stretched 

diametrically enough to fit the O-ring inside its lumen. The O-ring was be able to maintain its 

shape while being lightly compressed by the Tygon tubing. 

The Tygon tubing was used both as the fixing mechanism for the tympanostomy tube, 

and also as the connection lines connecting the test system pieces together from the fluid-filled 

syringe to the pressure gauge to the tympanostomy tube. The Tygon tubing’s appearance is 

transparent yellow, with its transparency aiding in visualizing the liquid in the test system for 

positive identification, amount, and flow monitoring of its position through the tubing. 

Pressure gauge: 

The pressure gauge used has a measurement range of 0-30 psi. Because its connector is a 
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1/8 NPT male brass pipe connection, a polypropylene barbed tube-to-female 1/8 NPT threaded 

pipe adapter was used to connect the pressure gauge to the Tygon tubing. The adapter is made of 

FDA-compliant resins, can be used with water and air, and has a maximum pressure rating of 

125 psi. Before screwing the pressure gauge’s pipe end into the adapter, pipe thread-sealing 

Teflon tape was wrapped around the pressure gauge’s male threads in a clockwise direction, not 

covering the end thread. Then the pressure gauge was screwed into the adapter (Figure 4.2). 

 
 

Figure 4.2. (A) Pressure gauge, with (B) thread-sealing Teflon tape, screwed into (C) pipe-to-barbed tube adapter, 

and connected to yellow Tygon tubing 

Test setup: 

First, a luer lock syringe was filled with water. The syringe was connected to a three-way 

luer lock stopcock, which allows for easy assembly. Tygon tubing was connected to another end 

of the stopcock. The third end of the stopcock was left available for aspirating additional water 

into the syringe, without having to disconnect the syringe during testing. By using a barbed wye 

connector, the Tygon tubing from the syringe was split into two more branches of Tygon tubing. 

The pressure gauge was connected to the first split branch, and the second split branch was left 

A 

C 

B 
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open to later have the tympanostomy tube fixed in place using an O-ring. With all parts 

connected (Figure 4.3), pressure was gently applied to the syringe to fill the Tygon tubing lines 

and connectors with water, until about 0.25” before the open end of the Tygon tubing. This 

would leave space for the tympanostomy tube to be placed. 

 
 

Figure 4.3. Water pressure test system setup connected with following components: Fluid-filled syringe, three-way 

stopcock, Tygon plastic tubing, barbed wye connector, barbed tube to pipe connector, pressure gauge 

4.3 Preparing Tympanostomy Tube For Fixation Into Test System 

The following describes in detail how to prepare the tympanostomy tube for testing and 

fixation, first into the O-ring, then into the Tygon tubing. 

4.3.1 Placing Tympanostomy Tube Into O-ring 

 An O-ring was placed around the closed tips of locking Mixter (right angle) forceps, 

lowered until the O-ring had a tight and secure fit (Figure 4.4A). The forceps were then opened 
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slowly, so that the O-ring stretched and remained around the forceps. The tips were opened just 

wide enough for the tympanostomy tube to be placed in between, with the tube’s axis parallel to 

the tips and the tube’s membrane external flange facing away from the tips. The forceps grasped, 

and clamped, the full outer diameter of the flange at the open end of the tympanostomy tube. 

Only the open flange was grasped, so that the outer surface of the tube between the flanges 

remained free (Figure 4.4B). The O-ring and tympanostomy tube were now concentric in their 

axial direction, but not yet coincident. 

 

  
(A)          (B) 

 

Figure 4.4. (A) Membrane tympanostomy tube to be tested (left), O-ring placed around closed tips of locking Mixter 

right angle forceps (right), (B) tympanostomy tube grasped at the open flange, keeping space between flanges free 

Another set of forceps were then used to gently guide the O-ring up along the direction of 

the Mixter forceps tips, toward and around the clamped tympanostomy tube, so that the inner 

flange went through the O-ring opening. The O-ring was now wrapped around the tube, sitting 

between the flanges, and their centers coincident (Figure 4.5).  
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Figure 4.5. O-ring wrapped around tympanostomy tube, sitting between the flanges 

4.3.2 Placing O-ring/Tympanostomy Tube Into Tygon Tubing 

With the tympanostomy tube inside of the O-ring, the O-ring/tympanostomy tube unit 

was grasped with forceps around the outer diameter of the O-ring. With the Tygon tubing held 

vertically and open end up, the O-ring/tympanostomy tube was placed onto the opening of the 

Tygon tubing, with the membrane side facing down into the Tygon tubing, and the O-ring resting 

concentrically on the Tygon tubing opening. 

Level pressure was applied to the O-ring and open flange, keeping the flange face plane 

perpendicular to the axis of the Tygon tubing lumen. The O-ring/tympanostomy tube was pressed 

into the Tygon tubing, until the open flange was flush with the face of the Tygon tubing opening. 

The O-ring was now completely inside of, and compressed by, the Tygon tubing walls (Figure 

4.6). 

This way, the tympanostomy tube flange with the membrane faces directly into the Tygon 

tubing lumen, towards the water that will be approaching during testing. There are two reasons 

the membrane flange faces this direction. First, it mimics physiologically the direction of water 
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pressure contact. In vivo, water from the external environment would enter via the external 

auditory canal, and the water would apply pressure at the external flange with the membrane. 

Second, damage to the membrane during test setup is avoided. When the O-ring/tympanostomy 

tube is placed into the Tygon tubing, the open flange faces outward, and the pressure is applied to 

the open flange, with no contact or direct pressure applied to the membrane flange. 

  
 

Figure 4.6. O-ring/tympanostomy tube fixed inside the Tygon tubing lumen. Open flange faces away from the Tygon 

tubing lumen, and membrane flange faces into the Tygon tubing lumen towards the water 

4.4 Test Procedure  

With the test system all connected, and the tympanostomy tube fixed in the Tygon tubing, 

the actual test procedure was ready to begin. The Tygon tubing end holding the tympanostomy 

tube was held over a waste container and pointed downward, in case of leakage. Appropriate 

force was applied to the syringe plunger, while watching the pressure gauge and the 

tympanostomy tube, until the desired psi pressure level was reached or a leak occurred. Leaks 

were checked for visually. To lower the pressure, force to the syringe plunger was relaxed, as the 

plunger returned toward its original position. At low pressures, additional force was sometimes 

necessary to pull back the syringe plunger until the pressure on the gauge returned completely 
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back to 0 psi. 

Removing O-ring/tympanostomy tube from Tygon tubing: 

After a water pressure test for a particular tympanostomy tube was completed, the tips of 

forceps were used to apply force onto one point along the outer edge of the O-ring, closest to the 

sidewall of the Tygon tubing. The force was applied in the direction going into the Tygon tubing 

lumen, causing the O-ring/tympanostomy tube to rotate toward its axis becoming perpendicular 

to the axis of the Tygon tubing (Figure 4.7). Now that the width of the O-ring was exposed and 

free to grasp, forceps were used to grasp the O-ring and pull the O-ring/tympanostomy tube unit 

out. 

 

Figure 4.7. O-ring/tympanostomy tube rotated, its axis becoming perpendicular to the axis of the Tygon tubing after 

forceps tips used to apply pressure to O-ring.  

Removing tympanostomy tube from O-ring: 

At the open flange of the tympanostomy tube, the Mixter right angle forceps were 

clamped onto the flanges only, without grasping the O-ring. Then the same procedure that was 

used to place the O-ring around the tympanostomy tube was used, but in reverse, to remove the 

O-ring from the tympanostomy tube. A second pair of forceps were used to guide the O-ring 
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down past the open flange, off of the tympanostomy tube, and around the Mixter forceps tips. 

Opening the Mixter forceps tips allowed the tympanostomy tube to be released. 

4.5 Verify Leaking Membrane Behaviour 

To verify the water pressure test system would exhibit a failure and leak when one was 

expected, and to understand what to anticipate during a failure, two tubes expected to leak were 

used: a regular patent tympanostomy tube, and a tympanostomy tube with Emflon PTFE 

membrane attached but with a small hole pierced into the membrane. 

Results: 

With the regular patent tube, water leaked immediately as it approached and freely exited 

the tympanostomy tube lumen, with no pressure built up and no resistance. Visually, the leak was 

a stream of water exiting through the lumen. 

With the pierced membrane tube, water also leaked immediately, but drop by drop, rather 

than a steady stream. Pressure was able to build up, but the pressure would not be sustained. For 

example, when the pressure was built up to 10 psi, if a constant force was then held, the pressure 

would slowly drop from 10 psi to 5 psi within about 25 seconds. The higher the initial psi 

starting point, the faster the rate of drop off in pressure. For higher psi, the leak still did not 

stream, and came out drop by drop. 

4.6 Determine If Test System Is Air/Water Tight and Maximum Test Pressure Limit  

To verify the test fixture system was airtight and watertight, to assess the limits of the test 

fixture system, and to see which seal interface might fail first, a tube expected not to leak was 

created and used: the external flange opening of a regular patent tympanostomy tube was 
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completely plugged and occluded with the silicone rubber adhesive MED-1000. 

With this plugged tympanostomy tube, the maximum pressure limits of the test system 

could be tested. Possible points of failure when the test system was at its limits were: the seal 

between the O-ring and the Tygon tubing, the seal between the O-ring and the tympanostomy 

tube, the seal between the MED-1000 and the tympanostomy tube, tears or breaks from within 

the tympanostomy tube itself, and tears or breaks from within the MED-1000 itself. 

Results – air/water tight – low pressure: 

Starting with applying a low amount of force to the syringe, no water and no noticeable 

amount of air was released. As the pressure builds up, increasing amounts of force become 

required to depress the syringe plunger further. At any particular pressure, the pressure was 

sustained when a constant force was applied. Upon release of force on the syringe, the previously 

built up pressure then pushed back the syringe plunger to its original resting position. These are 

all aspects consistent with having a good seal within the test setup. 

Along with the results of the expected leak tests discussed in the previous section, the 

seal integrity of the membrane and test system could be concluded as having two characteristics: 

(1) the retention of water in the syringe and plastic tubing system, and (2) the ability to build up 

pressure which then remains steady with constant force being applied. 

Results – test system limits – high pressure: 

After applying an increasing amount of force to the syringe plunger, there was a peak 

pressure at which the tympanostomy tube with O-ring still wrapped around it, together burst out 

and was no longer being held within the Tygon tubing lumen as pressure was released and water 

burst out as well. It was concluded that the seal between O-ring and Tygon tubing failed first, 

before any leaking occurred. This peak pressure characterized our test system as having a limit of 
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18-20 psi. Note that this meant that if the water breakthrough pressure of the object to be tested 

is higher than the limits of our test system, the object cannot be tested to its failure point. It can 

only be said that the object was able to withstand a particular water column pressure, and that the 

water breakthrough pressure should be at least greater than the highest water column pressure 

successfully tested. 

4.7 Test Validity 

Next, we wanted to assess test validity, if the pressure in psi shown on the pressure gauge 

was measuring the equivalence to the theoretically calculated feet of water column pressure. To 

do this, known heights of water column were injected into a long section of Tygon tubing while 

it was held vertically, to see what pressures in psi were produced for known actual water column 

heights. For those same heights of water column, the pressure in psi was calculated theoretically, 

then compared to the experimentally measured psi. This was done so to see if we could reliably 

use the psi-to-feet-of-water-column conversion calculation and say that X psi on the pressure 

gauge created by our test system was equivalent to subjecting the membrane and tympanostomy 

tube to the pressure of Y feet of water column (or being Y feet underwater). 

Setup: 

The same test setup materials were used, except for the branch of Tygon tubing that 

normally would be connected to the syringe. It was replaced with a longer piece of the same 

Tygon tubing, in excess of 15 feet in length. Instead of the pressure source being someone 

applying force to the syringe, there was no syringe at this end, and the pressure would come from 

an actual vertical column of water. This Tygon tubing was also marked along its length in 

increments of 2 feet, starting at 2 feet, until 14 feet, and then a final marking of 15 feet, as that 
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was the maximum height possible for our setup. The tubing was then held vertically outside 

along a wall up to a second level floor. The syringe was connected to the branch of Tygon tubing 

that would normally hold the O-ring/tympanostomy tube, and served the functional role of a 

sealed plug withholding the pressure of the water. The pressure gauge and syringe were left at 

ground level. Green food coloring was added to a container of water, to aid in easy visualization 

of the water level once it was within the transparent yellow Tygon tubing. The colored water was 

then injected into the Tygon tubing. At each designated height of water column, the pressure 

gauge measurement was read, and noted. 

Results:  

The pressure gauge readings were completed for up to 15 feet of actual water column. 

Linear regression analysis showed a very strong correlation (R2 = 0.998) between the water 

column pressures obtained by experimental measurement and theoretical calculation (Figure 

4.8). Each data point represents a particular height of water column, with its corresponding 

experimental and theoretical pressure. With this strong correlation, we can then use the 

experimentally derived equation for interpreting the pressure in psi on the pressure gauge and its 

corresponding feet of water column (FOWC), which was: [FOWC] = 2.3325*[PSI] - 0.3006 

(Figure 4.9).  
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Figure 4.8. Correlation of water column pressure measured experimentally and calculated theoretically. Dashed line 

represents linear trend line. Linear regression gives a strong correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.9979) 

 

 
Figure 4.9. Experimentally derived equation for psi to water column relationship. Dashed line represents linear trend 

line, with strong correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.9979)  

y = 1.0112x - 0.1303
R² = 0.9979
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Chapter 5 : Clinical Trial Pilot Study Tubes 

5.1 Introduction 

With a working and tested design, 50 Emflon PTFE membrane tympanostomy tubes were 

fabricated in a sterile manner to be packaged, labelled, and then sent out for sterilization for 

potential use in a clinical trial pilot study. Special sterile steps and details were added to the 

general assembly and testing procedures described previously. This section describes those steps 

specific to the assembly and testing of the clinical tubes. 

In general, this included performing all steps within a horizontal laminar flow hood, 

autoclaving tools when possible, using alcohol preps, and sealed pre-sterilized equipment, as 

well as performing the water pressure testing using sterile water. 

5.2 Sterile Assembly Steps 

All assembly and testing were done under a horizontal laminar flow hood (NuAire 

AireGard NU-301-530, NuAire, Plymouth, Minnesota). It is designed to provide a particle-free, 

bacteria-free, clean-air environment needed for laboratory work testing, manufacturing, 

inspection, or pharmaceutical procedures. It features true laminar airflow, a 99.99% HEPA filter, 

and an average air velocity of 93 ft/min (fpm). Aseptic technique was followed such as spraying 

down and wiping all work surfaces with IPA, autoclaving any autoclavable tools (at 121 ºC, 30 

minute steam time, 45 minute dry time) such as the forceps and acupuncture needle, and using a 

sealed pre-sterilized biopsy punch and surgical blade. After the tubes were assembled, they were 

stored in sterile well plates (Figure 5.1). Pictures were taken from above, through the sealed well 
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plate twice for each completed tube: once after fully assembled, and again after going through 

the water pressure test. 

   

  
 
Figure 5.1. Assembled membrane tympanostomy tube stored in sterile well plate 

5.3 Post-assembly Sterile Water Pressure Test Setup and Procedure 

After the assembly and curing process of the finished modified tympanostomy tube, the 

water pressure test was performed for each modified tube to ensure an adequate seal coverage 

and strength for every sample. The following presents any sterile-specific technique employed 

and specific test protocol used.  

Since a sterile environment was to be maintained, sterile double-distilled water (ddH2O) 

was used as the water source. A new sterile syringe was used and the O-ring was autoclaved. The 

Tygon tubing lines were flushed with ethanol then with sterile ddH20, since they had a maximum 

operating temperature of 165 ºF and could not be autoclaved.  

Test protocol: 

 

Appropriate steady pressure was applied with the syringe plunger until 15 psi was 

reached within a few seconds, then this pressure was held constant for 10 seconds. The plunger 
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was relaxed, and pulled back if necessary, until 0 psi. Then there was a cycling of 5 pulses of 0 to 

10 psi, each reached within a span of about 1 second. On the 5th and final pulse to 10 psi, it was 

held for 5 seconds, then checked visually for any leaks. Pictures were retaken after the water 

pressure test to assess any visual damage to the membrane that may have occurred. 

Note that the high pulse of 15 psi (34.7 feet of water) value was chosen to be higher than 

the design requirement of 20 feet (8.7 psi), and also a safe amount below the maximum limits of 

our test system (18-20 psi), so that we could reliably run tests without fearing a test system 

failure where the O-ring/tympanostomy tube unit might burst out due to the O-ring slipping. 

Results: 

All 50 tubes passed the water pressure test protocol, and all appear to have not sustained 

any damage visually. Figure 5.2 shows a typical before and after picture of one membrane tube. 

 

Figure 5.2. Same membrane tube before water pressure test (left), after water pressure test (right) 

5.4 Packaging and Labelling 

Prior to sending for sterilization, the tubes were packaged, first in their original case, then 

into a new sterilization pouch. The case used was the original case, but labelled with a tube ID 

number on the top right of the cover (Figure 5.3). When each tube’s sealed pouch had originally 
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been opened during assembly, the case was stored in a sterile container until being later retrieved 

for repackaging of the assembled tube. Because the sterilization that was chosen was ethylene 

oxide (described in more detail later), the pouch needed to be breathable, as ethylene oxide is a 

gas sterilizer. Originally, autoclave pouches were going to be used, but the autoclave pouches 

were medical paper based. Instead, we were advised to use a Tyvek backed pouch, and ended up 

using the Tyvek Self-Seal Sterilization Pouch (SPSmedical Supply Corp, Rush, New York) to 

prevent tearing or puncturing during the high humidity used for ethylene oxide sterilization. 

Tyvek is a nonwoven olefin fiber fabric. It is especially useful in medical packaging, as the mesh 

of the material is breathable and allows the passage of gas molecules, such as ethylene oxide 

sterilizing gas, but is a barrier against larger-size microbes. Tyvek is thin, waterproof, and very 

tear resistant [27]. 

  

Figure 5.3. Original tympanostomy tube case (left). Case with added ID number label on top right of each case 

(right) 

A label was also added to the outside of a new blank Tyvek pouch (Figure 5.4). The label 

was small, to maximize surface area and porosity for the sterilizing gas to penetrate. The label 

contained ID number, assembly date, original lot number, 1.14mm (lumen), and a “sterile” 

designation. 
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Figure 5.4. Original sealed pouch (left). Final custom labelled Tyvek pouch, sealed with modified tympanostomy 

tube in labelled case (right) 
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Chapter 6 : Sterilization 

6.1 Determining Sterilization Method 

Prior to use in a clinical trial pilot study, the packaged modified tympanostomy tubes 

needed to be sterilized by a validated sterilization method with a sterile claim. The method of 

sterilization needed to be compatible with all the materials that the modified tympanostomy tube 

was composed of: the original silicone tympanostomy tube, the MED-1000 silicone adhesive, 

and the Emflon PTFE membrane. 

The most widely used medical device sterilization technologies include steam, gamma 

irradiation, electron beam irradiation, and ethylene oxide (EtO). Other methods still under 

development include low-temperature hydrogen peroxide gas plasma, ozone, low-temperature 

peracetic acid gas plasma, vapor-phase hydrogen peroxide, chlorine dioxide, and high-intensity 

visible light [26]. 

It has been shown that steam and gamma irradiation sterilization frequently cause 

polymers to undergo degradation and changes to mechanical and physical properties, which 

would clearly be undesired [28]. For example, with gamma irradiation, 1.17 and 1.33 MeV 

photon energies are produced, which is 5 orders of magnitude larger than the average energy of a 

chemical bond. As far as PTFE specifically, since it is a polymer more prone to chain scission (a 

reduction in molecular weight, as opposed to cross-linking which is an increase in molecular 

weight) it is considered less resistant to ionizing radiation, under which both gamma and electron 

beam radiation fall [29]–[31]. 

The chosen method of sterilization was ethylene oxide sterilization. It was the stated 
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method of sterilization by the original manufacturer of the Paparella type silicone tympanostomy 

tube. It is one of the recommended sterilization methods that the MED-1000 can withstand, and 

it is suitable for the PTFE membrane.  

Ethylene oxide has effective virucidal, bactericidal, and sporicidal activity. EtO is a direct 

alkylating agent that does not require metabolic activation, and its inactivation mechanism is 

considered to be the result of its alkylation reaction with cellular components, such as nucleic 

acid, and enzymes, leading to denaturation [28]. 

6.2 Sterilization Details 

The EtO sterilization was performed by a contract sterilizer Nelson Labs (Salt Lake City, 

Utah). It was a Batch Release Sterilization Method, which is a rapid and cost effective approach 

to sterilizing single or small batches of product needed for clinical or animal trials with minimal 

sample requirements. 

Although 50 modified tympanostomy tubes were fabricated and sent, only 20 would be 

returned sealed and sterile. This was due to 30 samples required for testing to validate the 

sterilization process, to be done by the contract sterilizer. Listed below is a summary of the 

Nelson Labs testing for the 30 test samples: 

Pre-sterilization Bioburden - 6 samples 

Biological Indicators Pre vs Post Sterilization - 8 samples 

Product Sterility and Bacteriostasis/Fungistasis (B/F) - 6 samples 

Bacterial Endotoxin (BET) - 3 samples 

EO Residuals - 7 samples 
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6.3 Results 

The sterilization testing was performed to provide products for clinical use. All test 

method acceptance criteria were met. The results were successful, guaranteeing a sterility 

assurance level (SAL) of 10-6, which is the level that the FDA requires for medical devices which 

are labelled "sterile". Ethylene oxide residual levels were below the ISO 10993-7 limits, based 

upon a patient contact time category of permanent (>30 days) (Table 6.1). Product sterility tests 

already demonstrated no growth following exposure to the first half cycle of sterilization. This 

was followed by a full cycle of sterilization, which again demonstrated no growth. 

Bacteriostasis/Fungistasis (B/F) testing demonstrated growth of the control inoculated organism 

to validate the product sterility test, ensuring there was no bleach or other inhibitory substances 

that might have masked microorganisms. Bioburden enumeration did not exceed the population 

of the biological indicator (BI). Bacterial Endotoxin levels were <0.0283 EU/device, which is 

below the maximum limit of 20 EU/device for blood-contacting devices. 

Table 6.1. Ethylene Oxide residual levels, all passing and below maximum limits for permanent devices (>30 days). 

(Limits based on ANSI/AAMI/ISO 10993-7) 

 Maximum Limits Test Results 

Ethylene Oxide 
2.5 g/lifetime <0.001 mg/lifetime 

10 μg/cm2 <1.23 μg/cm2 

Ethylene Chlorohydrin 
10 g/lifetime <0.001 mg/lifetime 

5 μg/cm2 <1 μg/cm2 
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Chapter 7 : Summary and Future Directions 

7.1 Summary 

The objective of this study was to develop and test a modified tympanostomy tube and 

the test systems to evaluate them. A modification was made to the external flange of a Paparella 

type tympanostomy tube to prevent water entry, by attaching a biocompatible, hydrophobic, gas 

permeable membrane. Medical grade adhesive was used to create a watertight seal when bonding 

the membrane to the tympanostomy tube. The tab was removed prior to membrane bonding, to 

create more flat surface area available for bonding. 

Oxygen flow testing confirmed that the biocompatible membrane allowed air to pass 

through. The components of the oxygen flow test system included an electrochemical oxygen gas 

sensor, a collection bottle, and data acquisition using a computer. The data acquisition involved 

two LabVIEW programs created, one for data collection, another for data analysis. 

A fluid-filled syringe, pressure gauge, plastic tubing, and O-ring system allowed for 

testing various water column pressures in a sterile, laboratory environment. The tympanostomy 

tube was fixed in the test system by first placing an O-ring around the tympanostomy tube, and 

then placing both into the plastic tubing. The water pressure test system was validated to produce 

pressures strongly correlated to actual water column pressures, and verified that the modified 

tube was indeed able to prevent water entry.  

A set of modified tubes were manufactured in a sterile environment, and were packaged, 

labelled, and sterilized for a future clinical trial pilot study. Sterilization validation testing was 
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done by the contract sterilizer, and the reported residual sterilizer levels and bacterial endotoxin 

levels were within the required limits. All sterilization test method criteria were met. The oxygen 

flow and water pressure testing results suggest that the modified tubes prevent water entry into 

the tube lumen up to pressures beyond the goal of 20 feet of water, while still allowing oxygen 

flow.  

7.2 Future Directions 

The results of this thesis indicate the potential for the modified tubes to prevent water 

entry while allowing air flow. However, more research needs to be conducted based on the 

results of the clinical trial pilot study. This will determine whether the oxygen flow is truly 

sufficient for the tympanostomy tube to function properly. Other membrane pore sizes should be 

evaluated, to see what the optimal combination of water breakthrough pressure and air flow trade 

off will be. The membrane chosen for this study had a water breakthrough pressure much higher 

than the set design requirement.  

 Further water pressure testing should be conducted to determine the water breakthrough 

pressure of the modified tube. So far, we could not test actual water breakthrough pressure of the 

membrane tube. Because of the limits of our test system failing before the modified tubes, the 

tubes were tested to successfully withstand 15 psi. It can only be said that the tubes were able to 

withstand 15 psi of water column pressure, and that the water breakthrough pressure should be at 

least greater than 15 psi. This can be done using a test fixture where two metal plates lock in the 

position of the O-ring and prevent the O-ring from moving, rather than relying on the 

compression and friction of the O-ring in the plastic tubing lumen. Also, lifetime testing should 

be performed on the modified tubes, to see if and when the membrane may wear down after 
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repeated cycles of pressure, and how the performance and water retention behaves over time.  

 Both test systems could be improved with more automation. The data collection program 

for the oxygen test could have an automatic shutoff depending on the upper limit of oxygen 

concentration level desired, so that the user does not have to occasionally check the level and 

manually stop the program. Also, the data analysis program could be extended to include more 

than three data files at once in order to do larger comparisons. The pressure gauge can be 

changed to a digital pressure gauge instead of analog, and an automated system could be made to 

save pressure recordings. This would be especially helpful if failure testing were to be done, as it 

may be difficult to see what the peak pressure is on an analog pressure gauge, immediately 

before the pressure drops. Pressing the syringe plunger could also be automated, so test protocols 

could be programmed. Water detection could be improved to something more advanced than 

visual inspection, such as a moisture indicator or sensor. 

 Finally, further research can be done to take the design one step further and not only 

block water entry into the tube, but also to allow one way drainage from the middle ear out of the 

tube. The current design blocks liquids from both directions, and thus should not be used in 

patients who are requiring a tympanostomy tube primarily for the drainage purposes. This is a 

more complex problem to be solved, but one that would provide even greater benefits and wider 

application. 
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